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ABSTRACT

Classical ballet training has been criticized for prioritizing technical excellence over creativity, despite 21st century dancers needing to be strong in both aspects. The aim of this study was to investigate professional choreographers’ views on (a) how ballet training inspired vs. inhibited their creativity and (b) potential gender differences in this regard. Eight choreographers (50% female) participated in semi-structured interviews, with transcripts analyzed using thematic analysis. The key theme was created from accounts of how ballet training impacted on interviewees’ *Intrinsic motivation to create*, fed into by experiences of *Autonomy, Variety* and *Opportunities*. Experiences of significant autonomy thwarting were considered to have inhibited creativity; this was one of several areas of gender difference, and a reason for participants to pursue choreography rather than stay employed as dancers. In following the emergent Recommendations for schools, it is possible that Intrinsic motivation to create could be better nurtured in ballet training.
INTRODUCTION

Professional training in classical ballet is a long and arduous process, steeped in tradition. Auditioning for (pre-) professional training at ages as young as nine, aspiring dancers typically hone their skills for several hours each day, up to six days per week, and for around 10 years before they can hope to join the professional ranks. The exact technical skills to be developed are laid out in training manuals and syllabi as well as passed on via experience. This technical refining is scrutinized especially during daily class, but also in classes focused on pas de deux, repertoire, coaching, rehearsals and, for girls, pointe work. This strong focus on technique aligns with the emphasis on technical excellence, or even perfection, expected of professional dancers.

In the past several decades, the demand for dancers to be not just strong technicians but also creative artists has grown (Clements and Redding 2019). Creativity is defined as behaviors both original and suitable for a particular context (Amabile and Pillemer 2012), and in ballet it can be important on a larger scale (e.g., new choreographies) and on a smaller scale (e.g., co-creating via improvisation; creative approach to a role). Today, ballet companies across the world typically perform a combination of classical and modern/neo-classical works, and dancers are frequently called on to co-create new choreographies. As an example, interviews with artistic directors of major US ballet companies highlighted how skills related to creativity – including openness, imagination and the ability to make a role one’s own – are critical when being considered for promotion to principal rank (Schwab 2016).

The dual demands on dancers to be excellent both technically and creatively are important aims for ballet schools, as made clear in the following words by Dame
Ninette de Valois, founder of the Royal Ballet School: “A school is the bedrock of any company, nurturing as it does the dancers and choreographers of the future”. This is not uncomplicated, however, as strivings for technical excellence and creativity are sometimes in conflict (e.g., Morris 2003; Dyer 2009; Nordin-Bates 2019). For instance, technical drilling is often intensely focused, repetitive practice or imitation of a master model, such as a teacher, within a relatively formulaic class structure. Such training helps safeguard tradition (Salosaari 2001) and may prepare the body for the demands of a dance career (Dyer 2009). At the same time, students may learn to favor technique, tradition and reproduction at the expense of creativity and artistry (Salosaari 2001; Morris 2003; Gard 2006; Dyer 2009).

Authors in the area are often highly critical of the authoritarian legacy of ballet. For instance, Geraldine Morris (2003) argued that the lack of innovative ballet choreographers may arise from the historical focus on technique and associated attitudes. She describes how the teacher-led approach typical of ballet “… prevents dancers from taking control of their training and of their freedom to make knowledgeable interpretations of choreographed dance movement.” (Morris 2003, 26). Interestingly, the aspects highlighted as lacking in traditional, authoritarian ballet teaching are often precisely those associated with creativity. These include placing value on individuality, flexibility, reflectivity, open-ended exploration, and there being many ways of doing something ‘right’ (Mead 2009; Watson et al. 2012; Choi and Kim 2015; Weidmann 2018; Clements and Redding, 2019; Nordin-Bates 2019).

Recently, one of us authors (Nordin-Bates 2019) proposed that self-determination theory (SDT; Ryan and Deci 2000), a well-evidenced theory of motivation, may be used to understand how creativity is nurtured or thwarted in ballet education. Resting on a foundation of numerous hundred investigations from sport,
exercise, health and education, SDT proposes the existence of three basic psychological needs: autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Ryan and Deci 2000). According to Richard Ryan and Edward Deci (2000), relatedness is about meaningful belonging and may be satisfied via mutually respectful relationships and the valuing of people over products/performances. Competence is about feeling good enough to master a task, and may be satisfied via suitable, individualized challenges and positive, constructive feedback. Lastly, but perhaps of greatest importance when considering creativity, autonomy is about agency and ownership, a sense of being free, and of following one’s own path. The need for autonomy may therefore be satisfied via the provision of choice and meaningful rationale, by valuing individuality, and by encouraging reflectivity (see Weidmann 2018, for several ballet examples). Dancers who experience autonomy support from teachers also report higher levels of intrinsic motivation and well-being (Quested and Duda 2011), while dancers and teachers report that autonomy support can nurture creativity (Watson et al. 2012; Nordin-Bates 2019). Contrastingly, the need for autonomy may be suppressed or even thwarted through undermining or controlling behaviors (Ryan and Deci 2000).

Both students and teachers in one of our studies perceived autonomy support to be more common in contemporary than in ballet classes, and many struggled to see how the rigor and discipline of ballet training could be combined with individuality and creativity (Nordin-Bates 2019). Indeed, ballet is often portrayed as autonomy-suppressive, with an all-knowing teacher instructing passive, unquestioning students in a culture of black-and-white views on right and wrong (Salosaari 2001; Morris 2003; Jackson 2005; Lakes 2005; Pickard 2012; Watson et al. 2012; Barr 2013; Alterowitz 2014; Barr and Oliver 2016).
The issues introduced above combine to present an interesting predicament. Specifically, if traditional pre-professional or classical ballet training thwarts creativity, what characterizes those who actually do make it into that distinctly creative job of choreographer? What aspects of training set them up for this career? Perhaps they were afforded greater autonomy than others who did not become choreographers. Alternatively, are they perhaps succeeding in choreography *in spite of* their training, rather than thanks to it? To explore these notions, we investigated how successful dancers-turned-choreographers perceived their own training in pre-professional classical ballet. Given the close links between autonomy and creativity identified in the literature, we paid special attention to autonomy.

**Ballet, autonomy, and potential gender differences**

In ballet, females are typically seen as central or iconic, and presented as the pinnacle of flawless perfection. Moreover, females often outnumber males ten, or even twenty, to one except at the very highest levels (i.e., professional companies and some top schools; see also Clegg, Owton, and Allen-Collinson 2019). Yet although ballet may outwardly place the female center stage, its decision making, artistic direction and choreography is strongly male-dominated (Meglin and Brooks 2012; Clegg, Owton, and Allen-Collinson 2016). One aspect of this phenomenon is the disproportionate number of male choreographers – or, a disproportionate representation of female works. Colette Kelly (2017) notes that in a survey of the nine largest US ballet companies, 62% of dancers were women, but 85% of choreographers creating work for these companies were men.

In 2020, US based company Dance Data Project published statistics that of 22 US ballet companies, 73% employed exclusively male resident choreographers.
Similarly, in international companies, only 13% of companies hired exclusively women, demonstrating a worldwide trend. Of the nine UK and European companies with resident choreographers, only two employed women. As a specific example of this in the UK, in 2017, Crystal Pite became the first female choreographer to create an original work for the Royal Ballet since 1999.

One potential explanation for this discrepancy is the difference in autonomy afforded to males and females in ballet training. Media reports (e.g., Jennings 2013) and more academic sources have provided accounts of how females in ballet are expected to be passive, unquestioning members of a homogeneous corps de ballet (Stinson 2005; Lehikoinen 2006; Meglin and Brooks 2012; Clegg et al. 2017; Kelly 2017). Contrastingly, males in training are often seen as more individual and daring, more likely to experiment, and even challenge the traditional, authoritarian pedagogy. As a result, teachers may adopt a more empowering (i.e., autonomy supportive) approach, which supports the creativity of males more than that of females (Clegg et al. 2016, 2017, 2019). Media have also reported professional female dancers fearing loss of work for being outspoken, while their male counterparts would be lauded for their independence and “maverick attitudes” (Jennings 2013). In the present paper, we present first-hand accounts from four female and four male professional choreographers regarding these phenomena. To do so, we gathered their experiences of ballet training, including perceptions of autonomy support, via in-depth interviews.

In summary, the aim of the present study was to examine choreographers’ views on how their own classical ballet training inspired and/or inhibited their creativity and emergence into professional choreography. We focus on schools which provide academic tuition alongside the dance training and expect students to be placed in world-class ballet companies upon graduation. Given indications that the
training of men and women in ballet may differ, we also explored whether these choreographers perceived any gender differences in the nurture of creativity during their training.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Eight European choreographers (50% female) aged 28 - 42 years old participated. All had undertaken full-time education in an upper-level, classical ballet school between the ages of approximately 15 – 18 years, some in their home country and some as international students. Most had also trained in a lower-level school before that (approx. ages 11-14). The schools included the top British schools (the Royal Ballet School, English National Ballet School, Elmhurst, Tring Park) and the Swedish Royal Ballet School, though participants also had roots or training experiences from other countries. Some had remained in the same lower and upper school, whilst others had moved to a new location for upper school. These schools provided academic tuition in addition to ballet training, and many students boarded.

After leaving training, all participants had been employed by at least one professional ballet company. At the time of interview, five participants (3 male, 2 female) were no longer employed as performers and were working as freelance choreographers, often complemented by other smaller creative and teaching roles. The remaining three combined choreographic work with employment as ballet dancers. All had experience of choreographing for one or several major international ballet companies as well as smaller contemporary and/or ballet companies, and some were internationally renowned. They choreographed in a variety of classical, contemporary, and neo-classical styles.
Procedures

We held pilot interviews with two dance lecturers, one in the UK and one in Sweden. Both had undergone vocational ballet training and had experience of professional performing, teaching and choreography. To recruit de facto participants, we used stratified sampling by devising a list of potential recruits and contacting each through publicly available email addresses and/or personal websites. In the latter stages, we recruited some participants via recommendations from other interviewees. Given the partial research focus on gender, we recruited equal numbers of men and women.

The study was granted approval by an institutional ethics committee, and all participants gave informed consent. Interviews followed standard procedures for ensuring ethical conduct and good quality, including emphasizing interest in individual experiences, encouraging honesty and questions if anything was unclear, the giving of information about confidentiality and the right to stop or not answer a question. We conducted five interviews in person in a quiet space and three over Skype (usually because the participant was in a different country to the interviewer). We recorded the interviews digitally and they lasted 47-139 minutes ($M = 85$). Research has established that Skype interviews can, despite the physical distance between interviewer and interviewee, generate high-quality data (Lo Iacono, Symonds and Brown 2016).

To enable participants to speak openly about their experiences, yet ascertain that interviews remained focused on the study aims, we used a semi-structured approach. Questions were primarily open-ended, with clarification and elaboration probes used as needed (Patton 2002). The interview guide included questions about
interviewee background; views on creativity (e.g., “In your experience, where does creativity come from?”), facilitative and inhibiting experiences of creativity nurture (e.g., “Can you give examples of any opportunities which inspired you or otherwise helped you to develop your creativity?” “Can you give examples of any aspects of dance training which inhibited your creativity?”), recommendations for training creativity (e.g., “If you were to give recommendations for ballet teachers and schools on the nurture of creativity, what would they be?”), and the potential role of gender (e.g., “Do you have any personal examples of how you were treated either the same, or differently, as other males and females during your training?”). Recruitment and subsequent rapport with participants were aided by both authors being active in dance psychology research and practice since many years.

**Analysis**

We transcribed the interviews verbatim and analyzed them in NVivo (QSR International 2014) using a predominantly inductive thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke 2006). We deductively coded some aspects of the analysis based on the literature review, however, and in line with our expertise on creativity, perfectionism and motivation theory. To enhance trustworthiness, the first author led the analysis and the second author acted as a critical friend regarding initial coding of the first interview, and again after the third interview had been analyzed.

During analysis, we took care to acknowledge that the rapport between us as female interviewers and female interviewees may have differed to that of us and male interviewees. This was particularly important during conversation around gender differences, which may have resulted in gender-based differences in participant openness, or perception of threat. To overcome this, we took steps to ensure that a fair
representation of experiences were presented in the final analysis. In the results section, we use pseudonyms to preserve anonymity, in line with our standard practices as psychologists and the wishes of some participants.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The results demonstrated a complex relationship between vocational ballet training and the development of creativity, with participants speaking in depth about the ways in which training had inspired but, to a slightly greater extent, inhibited their creativity. Still, all recognized the importance of a classical ballet foundation for their subsequent careers. For instance, Hugo explained that in his vocational school “I don’t think that they fostered creativity, but what it did give me was a really good understanding of dance as a vocabulary.”

Many similar participant experiences emerged, resulting in the overarching theme *Intrinsic motivation to create*. Feeding into this were three key themes: *autonomy*, *variety* and *opportunity*, each of which was seen to nurture intrinsic motivation to create. Importantly, themes all interacted in multiple ways, a sense of which is provided by Hugo:

You have this perfect storm of things. So, you have maybe a really influential individual: maybe a parent, maybe a teacher. That’s always there. There's an accident of geography, where you have access to things. But there's nobody that succeeds in anything without doing it themselves. There’s no coach, teacher, anywhere in the world that can make you do it. You have to do it.

Within each of the three key themes was the recurring throughline of *recommendations for schools*; that is, participants offered *recommendations for schools* regarding each of *autonomy*, *opportunity*, and *variety*. Two additional
throughlines also emerged from the data: gender and the decision to pursue choreography. Below, the overarching theme and the key themes which contribute to it are outlined and discussed in turn, with throughlines integrated throughout. For a visual representation, please see Figure 1.

FIGURE 1 HERE

Intrinsic Motivation to Create

Participants demonstrated a strong internal drive to create which had endured through childhood, training and their careers. This was particularly emphasized in the females’ perspectives and decisions they had made to ensure that their desire to create could be fulfilled. Below, the three sub-themes of childhood creativity, interest and enjoyment, and persistence are outlined, the throughline of gender emerging in the latter.

Childhood creativity. Several participants suggested that their creativity had been present long before their ballet training. Carla clarified that this was not just a love of dance, but of creating dance: “A lot of other kids danced but I was interested not just in improvising but also setting what I’m doing and then actually creating something.”

Interest and enjoyment. All participants described interest and a sense of personal meaning that they, like Bella, “really, really enjoy the process” of creating. Speaking of a director, Eric said: “I approached him to have a conversation with him about choreography ‘cos I was getting really excited about it and suddenly, you know, thought: ‘this is something I want to do!’”
Persistence. While all interviewees had been persistent in their careers, it related to the throughline of gender as it appeared particularly strong among the women. For instance, Dina demonstrated her persistence as follows: “So they think that ‘She's a girl, she won't be able to do this. She will fail.’ I wanted to prove for myself and for the others that I could still do this, even if I was a girl.” Anna even recounted how, after having creative successes, “They would then do one not nice thing just to keep me in my place”; yet, she still went on to a successful choreography career. Carla explained how her drive to create enabled her to withstand difficult experiences as a dancer, giving her room to reflect on how she wanted to be as a choreographer:

I was always analyzing, thinking in my rehearsals, “I’m gonna do it like this; I’m not gonna do it like this”. It’s definitely something that my deep will for choreography has had to fight through with huge willpower. Huge willpower. “When I get my opportunity, it’s not gonna be like this.”

Interestingly, Bella noted that men also faced barriers, due to their minority status. She argued that this might encourage persistence in a different way, and thereby support creativity:

Flip it round the other way: I think perhaps the reason that there are more males [in choreography] is because there are less males that go through training so they have to form their own selves and their own resilience, their own confidence a bit earlier … they will stand out anyway so they have to stand out.

Autonomy

Autonomy was the most prominent theme, with clear accounts of how autonomy supported creativity, similar to evidence from the workplace (Amabile and
Mueller 2007). In line with the argument by Geraldine Morris (2003), Bella explained how autonomy thwarting can create a barrier to creativity by “Being afraid to experiment and being afraid to put yourself out there and be judged.” Two sub-themes emerged: a substantial one regarding autonomy thwarting, and a smaller one regarding autonomy support.

**Autonomy thwarting.** Participants described numerous ways in which autonomy was thwarted during training, which strongly resonated with previous research in dance (Salosaari 2001; Morris 2003; Jackson 2005; Lakes 2005; Pickard 2012; Watson et al. 2012; Barr 2013; Alterowitz 2014; Barr and Oliver 2016; Nordin-Bates 2019). This was mainly due to its traditional, authoritarian nature, which included hierarchy, rigidity, and discipline. The throughline of gender emerged in relation to discipline especially, while rigidity was a reason that participants gave for the throughline of the decision to pursue choreography.

**Hierarchy.** Participants described how the hierarchical nature of ballet training might thwart autonomy. For instance, echoing the sentiments of dancers interviewed by Tansin Benn (2003), George said it was “Because of the traditional repertoire or the way that choreographers and dancers work together, it’s very like puppet and puppet master.” Hierarchy was also deemed to impact on wellbeing: “You have a whole tradition that’s premised on hierarchy and self-worth in relation to that… people judge themselves very acutely on their perceived status in that hierarchy and that's not very healthy.” (Eric)

**Rigidity.** Numerous examples of the rigidity of ballet training were given, such as when Felix referred to himself as “A tool… you’re being assigned what to do in a very particular way, it’s very right-or-wrong.” A direct consequence was a lack of choice and flexibility. For instance, Hugo explained that in school “They wanted
people that conformed, they wanted people where your leg would be at this height, your arm would be in this position, this is how you do an assemblé. And there was no flexibility.” Bella even stated that “I realized that actually you can’t be that creative as a dancer because you have to do what you’re told”. Some described how autonomy was directly thwarted by teachers: “The feedback I got from the teachers was ‘This isn’t the kind of music you should be choreographing to’ and so I think it just put me off.” (Eric). After his training, Eric felt that its rigor had limited his creativity:

My body had been completely informed by this very rigorous process that instils a very specific knowledge of movement in it but not a great deal of freedom to think around it. Not an attitude or an understanding of how to think creatively around it.

Dissatisfaction with the lack of autonomy directly related to the throughline of the decision to pursue choreography. For example, Felix explained that “I do think that’s why I left it ‘cos it’s not really… I think classical ballet is just not an art form that’s about creativity.” Similarly, Eric stated that: “It kind of dawned on me, ‘Oh - this is going to be my career! I’m just gonna keep on doing these same things again kind of periodically’. And I really didn’t like the idea of that.”

Discipline. Both positive and negative aspects of discipline were discussed. Positively, participants all recognized the importance of discipline for a ballet career (Dyer 2009). In Bella’s words: “It’s necessary ‘cos it’s such a strong technical art, that has to be perfected first, absolutely. You need to be drilled and it needs to be strict and you need to train.” Indeed, Felix felt that discipline might even facilitate creativity: “When everything is possible it’s a mess. It’s much better to be disciplined and, you know, have routine, ‘cos that’s when you can afford to be creative.”
Negative views on discipline emerged in relation to obedience and punishment. This was related to the throughline of gender, as it was specifically strong for females: “The girls get so used to being told what to do, they; they obey. And as a choreographer you have to be someone that doesn't obey.” (Dina). This inequality was supported by Eric, who noted that “Young girls are expected to be, generally in society but especially in a ballet training context, that kind of higher level of discipline … there’s a huge amount of bias, I would say.” Accordingly, and in line with the sentiments reported by Helen Clegg and her colleagues (2016, 2017, 2018) regarding a greater sense of autonomy afforded to boys in dance training, he felt that “I think I got away with a lot that, if I was a girl, I wouldn’t have.” These findings align with previous research which identifies the expectation of female dancers to be passive (Stinson 2005; Lehikoinen 2006; Meglin and Brooks 2012; Kelly 2017). For Carla, gender differences in obedience were keenly felt, and their impact extended beyond creativity thwarting and into downright inefficiency:

It would just drive me absolutely crazy, but some of the girls would stand there for the whole rehearsal and be asked to do things that are just not possible, or doesn’t work, but they just won’t put up their hand and say anything … The guys are definitely not like that. Anna illustrated how discipline was at times so severe that it involved punishment for the slightest misdemeanor: “We wouldn’t have jokes with our ballet teacher, I mean there was no chance. … I got in trouble once for looking down when I said ‘Hello’ rather than looking her in the eyes.” The fear emerging in such rigidly disciplined environments was seen as a barrier to creativity. For instance, Carla recounted how “You were so scared in class of doing the wrong step, or the wrong thing, getting told off … there was such a rigid environment in terms of that.” She even gave examples
of how, later in her professional ballet career, women in her company took steps to eliminate individuality:

The idea was wear black... and don’t stand out. Just look like the girl next to you as much as possible, be in line. Then you won’t get shouted at. You know, if you don’t hear your name, it’s good.

Loss of individuality, too, was particularly emphasized by females. Said Anna:

It’s quite different from the way they teach boys, and even the fact that you go into the corps de ballet and are meant to be like one body and not really have too much of a personality. It’s preferable, definitely not a voice.

An important challenge for ballet teachers, then, is how to support autonomy while preserving the beneficial aspects of discipline and rigor, particularly when teaching females.

**Autonomy support.** When autonomy support had been experienced, it had a strong positive impact on creativity, as identified in previous research (Watson et al. 2012; Nordin-Bates 2019). For instance, Hugo gave this example of how a guest teacher nurtured his creativity:

I was completely taking the piss [British slang: ‘Joking around’], but it was interesting to me to be told that that was ok. And then [out of] all of my training that springs to mind: that’s the only time that I think kind of no one shut down my creativity.

In some cases, participants created their own autonomy support by going counter to their training. George explained: “We’ve got this traditional regimented kind of way of learning...I think back then I liked to do the opposite, I liked to go against it.” He went on to explain that this rebellion facilitated a sense of autonomy
and creativity development: “Just moving in my own little way… I think it did start to develop, that it was a freeing situation that, like, was aside from the training.”

**Recommendations for schools: Autonomy support.** Participants identified the challenges that schools face in supporting both technique and creativity. The following quote from Bella mirrors accounts of dance teachers in previous work (Nordin-Bates 2019):

> I think ballet schools have to be very, very careful that because it’s about striving for perfection within a technique, that you don’t lose the creativity and the sort of individual in that journey. And that you don’t get that drilled out of you. You know, worrying that you have to be perfect standing in a line to execute everything perfectly. (Bella).

Consequently, they spoke of ways in which schools could better inspire creativity by supporting autonomy, for instance by providing choice:

> … a couple of moments in an exercise in the center where they can choose their own things or, I don’t know; even a position at the end to encourage a way of, just to switch the brain and think of them dancing at what they want to do rather than always being told what to do. (Carla).

Hugo gave an example of how individual input could support autonomy: “I think they should coach solos in a way that’s ‘this is how it should be done’, but then also work together to see how students feel about how it should be done.” Finally, in line with research that emphasizes the importance of reflectivity and open-ended exploration (e.g., Weidmann 2018), Eric suggested looking at ballet from a broader, less traditional, perspective by encouraging “A kind of active engagement in questioning and in reflection and in a curiosity around what that process of training is, and what the technique of ballet is in relation to other things.”
Variety

Variety was considered crucial in developing creativity, and participants spoke of two sub-themes: *variety during childhood* and enduring *varied cultural interests.* The throughline of *the decision to pursue choreography* emerged in relation to varied cultural interests, and *recommendations for schools* were offered regarding variety provision.

*Variety during childhood.* Participants spoke of how exposure to different art forms in childhood facilitated creativity. For example, Bella said of her father: “He’s really into music so music was always around me as a kid. We’d spend ages sifting through music and finding music for the piece that I’d choreograph.” Eric noted how his aunt had encouraged him to keep his dance interests open during training:

I used to go and visit her at weekends and she used to take me to see companies like Rambert and NDTii and I guess was subtly helping keep my eyes open to other forms of dance. So I definitely have her to thank.

*Varied cultural interests*

Broad, enduring interests in the arts were evident among participants, in line with previous findings regarding contemporary dance students who teachers perceived to be the most creative (Clements and Redding 2019). As Felix put it: “Choosing one medium has never really been easy for me, and kind of counter-intuitive.” The importance of being engaged and curious was emphasized by Carla:

For me seeing lots of other work, it’s what inspires me to adapt my work, see what I could do. To inspire me on pieces that I’m doing… I guess going to exhibitions and just being really open, to culture.

All of the male participants had strong music interests. Hugo explained how this nurtured his creativity during ballet training: “I used to spend hours at weekends
just making music … half of that was me pursuing the rockstar dream and the other half was writing music for dance. That was the only real creative output.” Similarly, Bella noted that keeping variety in her life facilitated her ability to continue as a dancer:

   What I always clung onto, which is perhaps why I’ve ended up being at this point that I am now, as a more creative one, is because I also had lots of other stimulus from outside. So it’s keeping it bubbling underneath.

   Participants were also inspired by exposing themselves to a variety of literature: “It can be some specific meaning that you remember from a book that you have read. ‘Yes, but this can develop to a theme, why not do it on stage?’” (Dina).

   The openness to different influences meant that some participants saw their creative roles as fluid. George explained it this way:

   First and foremost, I see myself as a choreographer and hopefully soon a director of stuff. But for me there’s different elements of creativity to access ways of looking at things, so like I’ll write a song, or I’ll do a bit of poetry, or I’ll dance, or I’ll put some music on. It’s all ways of looking at things.

   Relatedly, a perceived lack of variety as a ballet dancer was associated with the throughline of the decision to pursue choreography. Said George of his decision to leave ballet:

   I just wanted to step out…I didn't want to be sort of under that umbrella. So that was much more putting my team together and using different people like dancers, actors; people that were right for the parts rather than going into a company and choosing.
Recommendations for schools: Variety. Participants emphasized the importance of variety to nurture creativity in ballet school. For instance, George felt strongly that:

They do need a training that is classical ballet but is supplemented and complementary to other experiences. Whether it’s like the choreography stuff, the creativity, the knowledge, the awareness, the awareness of things that feed in to what makes you you, and creative; it’s all feeding them as dancers, as artists.

Dina gave a more concrete recommendation when suggesting that schools could “Mix, have different music, why not? Play jazz, why not test that?”

Opportunity

In line with research in other domains, all participants identified individuals or occasions when specific opportunities had nurtured their creativity (Cropley 2015; Daly 2019). Some explained how a lack of opportunity could prevent creative development. Speaking of a ballet company for which she had choreographed, Dina explained how they were held back creatively because their dancers “Didn't have improvisation in school. They never had the opportunity and it was never a question about experimenting, like ‘break the rules and do something else.’”

Four sub-themes of opportunity emerged: opportunities before training, opportunities during training, opportunities as a professional and active pursuit of opportunities. The throughline of gender emerged in relation to opportunities during training and as a professional, and recommendations for schools were offered.

Opportunities before training. Participants spoke fondly of individuals who had provided opportunities during childhood, and how these had opened them up to
creativity: “I had a great teacher back home… she would often allow me to create my own solos or give me like a theme.” (Carla). Bella, who had entered full-time ballet training slightly later than the other participants, believed that doing so had helped her by giving her more opportunities: “’Cos I wasn’t in full-time [ballet school] at 11, I think it meant I got to take a lot of other opportunities that have made me a lot more rounded.”

**Opportunities during training.** Opportunities during training were predominantly described in relation to choreographic competitions. As George commented: “I think those competitions - although I DO NOT believe in competition - the positive side is opportunity. They gave a platform and an opportunity to set a goal and to create something for that goal.” Interviewees supported these events being optional, but they had been keen participants themselves. Said Carla: “… it was my time and I loved it and I always got nice feedback from it and it encouraged me to keep going.” Interestingly, Anna noted that “When I go back now I think it’s quite interesting looking at the board of all the winners and most of us have gone on to choreograph.”

The throughline of gender was prevalent regarding opportunities. Eric noted that “Lots of girls won the choreographic competition… they wanted to choreograph, or when they had the opportunity they did it really seriously and the boys didn’t.” Hugo reflected differently on this gender disparity:

… it was the eagerness to impress and that thing of, “if there's an opportunity I should take it because it'll look good”. And the girls were much more keen to look like they were doing the right thing, like attentive students and working really hard, than the lads were.
Opportunities as a professional. Participants gave several examples of how opportunities during their careers had impacted their creativity. Hugo spoke of an individual who provided a break-through moment:

He gave me an opportunity to make a piece there and even though the piece I made was terrible, it’s an opportunity to learn…most of the lessons that I've learned in my attempts at choreography I think come from that single experience: about being ready, about communicating a clear idea, I think having a clear system, which was there beforehand but was really crystallized by that.

Opportunities were sometimes provided via other choreographers’ creative processes. Carla gave the following example:

That really pushed me because he was seeing how far he could take classical ballet with what he does, so it was taking me as a dancer to see how far I could push my body. How far can I push my choreography into something else as well? And to see him work as a choreographer was just so inspiring for me.

The throughline of gender emerged here, with some perceiving fewer opportunities for women to pursue choreography early on. Anna suggested this was due to the practical constraints of corps de ballet training: “if we’re in the corps we’d be needed for 8 hours and they’d [the men] train for 1. So they do generally have more time…” Carla suggested that women had to work harder to gain opportunities:

I had to prove myself a lot before being given that opportunity… this guy did one workshop and they already gave him opportunities. So it was like “Ah - it wasn’t that easy for me”… there was definitely a moment where I felt like they saw potential in the guys and trusted them and gave them another opportunity; not so much with the girls.
Not everyone agreed with this view; for instance, Bella stated clearly that “Any choreographic opportunity that I have had or I had or pursued has been open to anyone…at no point was it like 'Ok, men come over here: you’re gonna be the choreographers.’” She went on to explain her frustration with being seen as unique because she is female: “I was in an article ‘cos they wanted this thing about female choreographers, and it was like 'Wow we've found one!' As if I’m like some kind of alien, like 'Oh you're a really interesting specimen!'”. Both males and females felt strongly that “You should program choreographers because they're good, not because they're male or female.” (Hugo)

**Active pursuit of opportunities.** While opportunity provision was important, participants were by no means passive recipients; instead, they actively pursued opportunities to be creative: “I took chances already in school, when we had them. If we had choreographic workshop or something I always took them, I mean that was like great and it did mean a lot.” (Felix). Some also created their own opportunities: “I’ve always had enough opportunities, but 50% of them have been offered to me and 50% I’ve found.” (Anna)

**Recommendations for schools: Opportunities.** Participants felt that providing opportunities at ballet school was crucial. Given their own positive experiences of choreographic competitions and workshops, provision of such was recommended, paralleling recommendations for creativity development in educational contexts (Sternberg 2007; Daly, Mosyjowski and Seifert 2019). However, interviewees recommended that these should be non-competitive: “I think the opportunity and then to not judge it. I think the competitions are nonsense.” (Hugo). They also suggested that bringing successful choreographers into schools would support budding
choreographers: “I think once you get those role models there as well, you know, people can look up to them and think ‘well, she’s done it so I can do it’.” (Anna)

Rounding off our results section by tying several themes together, George offered the following which explains how the provision of opportunities supports autonomy, and therefore creativity:

I believe younger people, choreographers, nurturing young talent is all about opportunity. Giving those opportunities, saying: this is a process! Create something, learn from it, hone your own artistic individual muscle of what that is. There are no rights and wrongs…

**CONCLUSION**

The aims of this study were to examine choreographers’ views on how their classical ballet training inspired and/or inhibited their creativity and emergence into professional choreography, as well as the role that gender might play in the relationship between ballet training and creativity. The depth of experience shared by participants provided rich findings in explaining how choreographers’ *intrinsic motivation to create* was fed by *autonomy, variety and opportunity*. It is clear that a drive to create which persists in the face of the challenging ballet training environment was crucial in the path to choreography.

The study is strengthened by the recruitment of participants who had trained at a similar time during the 1990s and early 2000s, as well as their high esteem. There are, however, a number of limitations of the work. First, all participants had left vocational ballet training over 10 years ago. Not only might recall be unclear, but the environment and approach to pre-professional classical ballet training might have changed, as some participants suggested. Secondly, the results represent mostly
choreographers who had trained in the UK; still, no obvious differences were noted compared to participants who had trained in Sweden. Finally, it might be argued that not all schools aim to train choreographers, but rather focus on developing dancers. Yet while this argument has some merit, many of our participants felt that classical ballet training was a crucial stepping stone on the path to becoming choreographers. Thus, having schools which can contribute to the development of both dancers and choreographers would presumably be ideal. Future research might consider dancers with training in other countries, including those with more traditionalist systems vs. those who have embraced more innovative approaches. In addition, it will be important to consider how these findings apply to other forms of classical ballet training, including at the local school level.

This study is the first to explore how vocational ballet training relates to the development of creativity in choreographers and in doing so, supports recent reports of the link between SDT and creativity in ballet (Nordin-Bates 2019). It is important to note that the present findings focus on just one of the three basic psychological needs (Deci and Ryan 2000), and competence and relatedness may also be important in facilitating creativity (Nordin-Bates 2019). The theoretically driven link between autonomy and creativity means it is possible to provide clear recommendations of how vocational dance schools can develop creativity.

In line with media reports (Jennings 2013) and academic research (Stinson 2005; Lehikoinen 2006; Meglin and Brooks 2012; Clegg, Owton, and Allen-Collinson 2017; Kelly 2017), there were numerous suggestions that autonomy was particularly thwarted in females, both directly through actions such as punishment and via indirect elements of the training environment, such as requiring the female corps de ballet to train for a greater number of hours. While the participants’ perspectives
highlighted the importance of opportunities based on skill rather than gender, the perspective that these opportunities were equal across gender remains in contrast to data which indicates a bias, at least in the US (Kelly, 2017).

Through inductive analysis, the study showed the importance of variety for creativity, in line with the view that creativity is related to openness to experience (Barron and Harrington 1981), and supporting teachers’ descriptions of creativity in dance students (Clements and Redding 2019). Participants reported that early childhood experiences had provided them with interests that persisted throughout their ballet training, and that this variety served their later creativity as choreographers.

Finally, the results showed the importance of offering opportunity for creativity. While all participants supported the need for technique and preservation of history, they also identified moments and individuals who had provided opportunities for creativity. Again, these experiences align with other domains who note that technical training should be supplemented with clear chances to be creative (Daly 2015).

**Recommendations for vocational ballet schools**

In order to provide autonomy support and the subsequent development of creativity, schools should provide choices for dancers in movement. Teachers might also offer students the chance to choose their own music, thus also encouraging variety. Furthermore, teachers can provide autonomy support by giving clear reasons as to why dance is taught in a particular way, in addition to classes and feedback which encourage reflection and critical engagement. Schools should be aware of potential gender imbalances, and find ways to actively encourage young women to express their ideas while feeling that their individuality and creativity are valued.
Ballet schools can also offer variety by exposing students to art forms beyond ballet and dance. They should encourage students to identify areas of personal interest, and actively encourage their pursuit, by providing opportunities to explore these interests such as choreographing to a chosen song, or using art or literature as a basis. Family members might also encourage continued engagement with creative activities outside of dance.

Those already successful in choreography were clear role models for our participants. Therefore, schools could provide opportunities through regular visits from choreographers. The results of this work show that the newest generation of choreographers understand the need for autonomy support to nurture creativity, so engaging with these people will provide opportunities to young dancers. Inviting an equal balance of male and female choreographers might also make an important statement. In addition, schools could consider frequent choreographic workshops, but make these non-competitive to encourage a process- rather than product-focus.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that the intrinsic motivation to create dance is impacted by experiences of classical ballet training. Dancers can be inspired to pursue a choreographic career through autonomy support, exposure to cultural variety, and through the provision of opportunities at all stages of their careers. It is important to note that the drive to create may exist pre-training, so it should be schools’ responsibilities to create an environment whereby that interest can be explored and grow. Schools must be aware of the need for young women to pursue choreography and provide the resources to develop these skills. Doing so will enable more young dancers to experience a feeling of freedom in their training, hone creativity, and open up the possibility for more dancers to pursue their drive to choreograph.
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Figure 1. Key themes and interactions between sub themes and throughlines.
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